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1. INTRODUCTION 
A Steiner quadruple s)utenz (or more simply a cjua&tlpl’e qstern) is a 
pair (Q, ~8) where Q is a finite set and 99 is a collection of 4subsets of Q 
(called b2ock.r) such that any 3-subset of Q belongs to exactly one block of 
:PJ, The number I Q j is called the order of the quadruple system (Q7 ~2). 
It has been proved by Hanani in 1960 [4] that the spectrum for quadruple 
systems consists of all positive integers n - 2. or 4 (mod 6). If (Q, $7) 
is a quadri~~!e system and I is any element in Q we will denote by Qj: the 
\{.x: and the set of all triples (a, 6, c} swh that (x, n, 6, c> E GJ by 
:37(x). It is a routine matter to see that (Q$ , B(x)> is a Steiner triple system 
called a &rid triple Ls,vstem (TYTS) of the quadruple system (Q, $8). 
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least two nonisomorphic DTSs. Subsequently in [7] a different con- 
struction for quadruple systems was given which produced for any 
positive integer t a quadruple system having at least t nonisomorphic 
DTSs. Unfortunately, the size of the quadruple system compared to t is 
quite large: For example, if t = 8 then the quadruple system is of order 400 
[71. 
In this paper (i) we give a construction for quadruple systems in which 
the number of nonisomorphic DTSs can be rapidly computed (provided, 
of course, the quadruple system is not too large); (ii) we use this con- 
struction to obtain a quadruple system of order 20 having all 20 of its 
derived triple systems pairwise nonisomorphic (the first known example 
of a quadruple system with the property that all of its DTSs are pairwise 
nonisomorphic: a quadruple system with this property will henceforth 
be called heterogeneous); and finally (iii) we use this result coupled with a 
recursive construction to obtain an infinite class of heterogeneous 
quadruple systems. 
2. COMPUTATION OF THE NUMBER OF NONISOMORPHIC DTSs 
Let (X, ~3) and (Y, %?) be any two quadruple systems of order p1 where 
Xn Y = 0. Let 9 = (F,,F, ,..., F,-,} and 3 = (G, , G, ,..., G,-,) be 
any two I-factorizations of K, (the complete n-graph) based on X and Y 
respectively, and let 01 be any permutation on the set (1,2,..., y1 - I}. Define 
a collection of blocks &’ on Q = X u Y as follows: 
(1) Any block belonging to g or g belongs to &, and 
(2) If x1 , x2 E X and y1 , y2 E Y then {x1 , x2, y, , yZ} E JZ! if and 
onlyif [xl,x,]EFi, [yl,y,]EGjandiol =j. 
It is a routine matter to see that ((2, &) is a quadruple system, It is 
important to note that there need be no relationship between (X, 3?) and 
(Y, U), that s and 3 can be any 1-factorizations, and that cx can be any 
permutation. We denote this quadruple system by [X u Y](J%, %?, 9, 3, a). 
If x is any element in X the DTS(X, , a(x)) of (X, g) is a subsystem of 
the DTS(Q, , d(x)). (A similar statement holds if x E Y.) If the quadruple 
system (Q, ~2) has the property that for every x E Q, the only subsystem 
of (Q, , J&‘(X)) of order n - 1 is (X, , g(x)) or (Y% , V(X)) as the case may 
be, then we will say that (Q, d) is component-simple. For example, if 
we take / X / = 1 Y 1 = 10 then (Q, &) is component-simple as a conse- 
quence of the fact that a triple system of order 19 can have at most one 
subsystem of order 9. 
Now let (X, @ and (Y, U) be disjoint quadruple systems of order y1 
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and -F = (Fl , E2 7...3 F& and 9 = (G,, 6, )...) G,_,) any two non- 
isomorphic a~~tomorphism~free I-factorizations of K, on X and Y 
respectively 181. Eel 01 be any permutation on (1, Z,..., n _- I} and for 
each x E X denote by 31; the unique element in X such that [x, xfJ E F, ~ 
Similarly, for each y E Y, denote by yg, the unique elemcn-tt in Y such that 
[ y, yg,] 6 G, . If x and y are any two elements in X, define the mapping 
/&,: x2: -~’ x, by pz&jq = JiJ. . Pf x and y belong to Y define the mapping 
yu,: Yx - y, by ydxgcgi) = yg, ~ 
?-HEOREM 1. Let (X, .“2)9 (Y, ‘Q 9, 9, and 01 be as nboue, and let the 
qrradruple system (Q, &) = [X v Y](B, V, 9, 9, CI) be component-simple. 
g.x, y E X then (Q3: , sf(X)) and (Q, , d(y)) are isomorphic ij”and only $fBz, 
is an isomorphism. If x, y E Y, then (Qz , d(x)) and (Q, , A(y)) are 
isomorphic if and only l$ yav is ~772 isomorphism. Finally, f x E X and Y E Y 
then (Qe , .sg(x)) and (Q, , A(y)) are nonisomorphic. 
Proof. Let x and y belong to X and assume h to be an isomorphism 
of (Q, , .&(x)) onto (Q, , &e(y)). Sinze (Q, LZZ) is component-simple the 
only subsystem of (Q, , L&‘(X)) of order n - 1 is (X, , *g(x)) and the only 
subsystem of (Q, , d(y)) of order n -- 1 is (XV, g(y)). Therefore, h must 
map X, onto XT/ and therefore Y onto Y. Hence, X induces an 
automorphism of 9, and since 22’ is automorphism-free X must be the 
identify mapping on Y. Hence, if iol = j then X must map each triple of 
the form (25: 9 c, d), lc, d] E G; onto a triple of the form {t, c, d} E sf( y). 
But if this is so then t = y& by construction. Therefore, A reduces to pov 
on x, so ihat p,i,u must be an isomorphism from X, onto X, . A similar 
argument shows that, if x, y E Y then (Q, , d(x)) and (Q, , d(y)) are 
isomorphic if and only if yeU is an ~so~ior~his~~ of Y, onto Y, . 
Finally, suppose x E X and y E Y, and let X be an isomorphism of 
CC?, , &x)) onto (Q, , ,JCY>). Since ( ) Cd) is ~on~pon~~t-simplex X must 
map XZ onto Y?, and therefore X on Y. This induces an isomorphism 
of the I-factorization % onto the ~-factorization 9. Since 9 and 9 are 
~on~sol~or~~i~ by ass~rn~i~ion we have a contradiction. Hence (QZ , &+(x)) 
I .d(y)) are ~o~isornor~~i~” This completes the proof of the 
ItieOl%Ill. 
Let X - {I, 2, . . . . IQ), Y = {I’, 2’,...j lo’), and let (X, 9) and (Y? 59) 
be the quadrL~~~e systems of order 10 given as fo’ollows: ~8 consists of the 
30 quadr~~Ies {i3 i + 1, i f 3, i + 41, {i, i i- 1, i + 2, i $ 6), (i,. i + 2 
i J- 4, i L 71 (mod IQ): 
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1 2 4 5 1 2 3 7 1 3 5 8 
2 3 5 6 2 3 4 8 2 4 6 9 
3 4 6 7 3 4 5 9 3 5 710 
4 5 7 8 4 5 610 1 4 6 8 
5 6 8 9 1 5 6 7 2 5 7 9 
6 7 910 2 6 7 8 3 6 810 
17 X10 3 7 8 9 1 4 7 9 
1 2 8 9 4 8 910 2 5 810 
2 3 910 15 910 1 3 6 9 
13 410 12 610 2 4 710 
%? is obtained from B’ by replacing each symbol i by i’. Further, let 9 
and 3 be the following two nonisomorphic automorphism-free l- 
factorizations of K,, [3]: 
s : F1 F, F3 F4 F5 F6 F; F8 F9 
1213141516171819110 
3424232627252102829 
5657583739310363538 
7 8 6 9 610 410 4 8 4 9 4 7 4 6 4 5 
9 10 8 10 7 9 8 9 5 10 6 8 5 9 7 10 6 7 
3: G1 G, G G, G, G, G, G, Gg 
1’2’ 1’3’ 1’4’ 1’5’ 1’6’ 1’7’ 1’8’ 1’9’ 1’10’ 
3’4’ 2’4’ 2’ 3’ 2’ 6’ 2’ 7’ 2’ 8’ 2’ 5’ 2’ 10’ 2’9’ 
5’ 6’ 5’7’ 5’8’ 3’7’ 3’9’ 3’10’ 3’6’ 3’5’ 3’8’ 
7’8’ 6’9’ 6’ 10’ 4’ 10’ 4’8’ 4’6’ 4’9’ 4’7’ 4’5’ 
9’ 10’ 8’ 10’ 7’9’ 8’9’ 5’ 10’ 5,9’ 7’ 10’ 6’8’ 6’7’ 
Take 01 to be the identity mapping on (1,2,..., 91, and form the quadruple 
system (Q, &) = [X u Y](SY, %T, .F”, 9, a). 
Claim. (Q, &‘) is a heterogeneous quadruple system. To verify this, 
we need only check to see that none of the mappings pZU or yru is an 
isomorphism from (X, , L%(X)) onto (X, , g(u)) or from (Y, , g(x)) onto 
(Y, , g(v)), as the case may be. In Tables I-III we list all 10 DTSs of 
(X, %) and (Y, %), respectively, and all mappings PelJ and yGv , The 
derived triple systems of (Y, 9) are obtained from the derived triple 
systems of (X, B) by replacing each symbol i by i’. 
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Mappings /3,, (Choose the Two Rows Headed i and j) 
I 8 5 
8 7 10 
9 10 6 
I_ -_-.-_ -- 
10 9 8 
4 5 
3 6 
2 7 
1 1 10 
8 1 
-.--_-..-. 
10 2 
9 3 
5 9 
_-- 
7 8 
--. - 
6 4 
6 
9 
8 
10 
1 
2 
4 
3 
TABLE 11 
Mappings yij (Choose the Two Rows Headed i’ andj’) 
1' 2' 3' 4' 5' 6' 
._.-__ __.~~ _..__~. _-- . ---_- 
2' 1' 4' 3' 6' I' 
8' 7' 10' 5' 9' j 4' 
9' 10' 6' 7' 8' 3' 
_-__-. ___---.---~~ ~-_-_--~ . .._ 
IQ’ j 9' j 8' 6' 4' j 5' 
_ .-_-~-.---1--m--'- -... _...~ 
I 9 10 
I I 
_I ---~ 
10 9 
- 
7 8 
8 5 
- ~. _-,_---. .~-_- 
10 6 5 8 
6 9 I 5 
9 2 3 4 
4 3 8 7 
_---- --_ I_--- 
1 10 4 6 
2 1 6 3 
-__-- 
5 4 1 2 
I_I_ - .-- 
3 7 2 1 
-- 
I’ 
5' 
_ .- 
30' 
-.- .~ 
9' 
2’ 
8’ 
6' 
4 
-.I s 
-_-._- 
8' 9' 
10' 8' 
6' 5' 
7' 6 
.-.~. .._.._ 
9' 3' 
-_. 
-- 
-. 
__,. 
-- 
.- 
10’ 
--.. 
9' 
8' 
--- 
5' 
4' 
I' 
-_- - 
6' 
3' 
2' 
I' 
-- 
- 
- 
.- 
_. 
-. 
- 
_i 
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TABLE III 
Derived Triple Systems of (X, a) 
1 2 
24 5 7 8 10 36 9 14 5 3 9 10 67 8 
23 7 5 9 10 46 S 13 7 46 9 5 8 10 
2 6 10 35 s 47 9 1s 9 3 5 6 4 7 10 
2s 9 56 7 3 4 10 I 6 10 34 8 57 9 
3 4 
12 7 45 9 6 8 10 12 5 36 7 8 9 10 
15 s 46 7 2 9 10 1 3 10 57 8 26 9 
1 4 10 25 6 7s 9 16 8 2 7 10 35 9 
16 9 24 S 5 7 10 17 9 23 8 5 6 10 
5 6 
12 4 68 9 3 7 10 15 7 24 9 3 8 10 
16 7 34 9 2 8 10 1 2 10 34 7 58 9 
1 9 10 23 6 47 8 14 8 23 5 7 9 10 
13 s 4 6 10 27 9 13 9 4 5 10 27 8 
7 8 
12 3 45 8 6 9 10 1 7 10 56 9 23 4 
1 8 10 34 6 25 9 12 9 45 7 3 6 10 
15 6 3s 9 2 4 10 13 5 26 7 4 9 10 
14 9 26 8 3 5 10 14 6 2 5 10 37 9 
9 10 
12 8 6 7 10 34 5 13 4 67 9 2.5 s 
1 5 10 37 8 24 6 17 s 23 9 45 6 
14 7 56 8 2 3 10 15 9 36 S 24 7 
13 6 4 8 10 25 7 12 6 48 9 35 7 
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The reader can now easily check that none of the 90 mappings psU, yZl, 
are isomorphisms. For example, to check that (Qd , &(4)) and (Qg , -d(9)) 
are ~omis~rn~~~hi~ it suffices to show that /Ia9 is not an isomorphism from 
(X4 ) C%(4)) onto (X, , a(9)): 
From Table I for pmU we have 
From the table of DTSs of (X, a), (1, 2, 5) E B(4). Since the image of’ this 
triple under /?4’J is (2, 6, 7) $ g(9), the mapping p/I0 is not an isomorphism 
of (X, , B(4)) onto (X, , B(9)) and so the DTSs (Q4 , d(4)) and (Qg , .d(9)) 
are nonisomorphic, The check for the remaining 89 mappings goes just 
as quickly as this example. Since none of the mappings fiZV, yZV are 
isomorphisms it follows that (Q, &‘) has all of its DTSs pairwise non- 
isomorphic and thus is a heterogeneous quadruple system. 
4. AN INFINITE CLASS OF HETEROGENEOUS QUADRUPLE SYSTEMS 
For unexplained notions and results on I -factorizations of the complete 
graph we refer the reader to [8]. 
LEMMA 2. Let n - 1 nr 2 (mod 3), n > 5. Thei? there exists two 
~on~so~lo~p~~i~ I+ctorizations of KZn neither of which contains u sub- 
17factorization 0J’imlex 2. 
.I+oof. The well-known type of I-factorizations of Kon discovered and 
studied by many authors (see, e.g., 11, 51) and denoted sometimes by 
GF’(K,,) has no sub-l-factorization of index 2 for IZ > 3 (cf. [$I). 8n the 
other hand, a result in ]2] states that there exists a Steiner triple system of 
every order u having no nontrivial subsystems (i.e., no subsystems other 
than those of order 1, 3, and 0). The ~~~respo~~ding Steiner I-factorization 
.f &It, i ] ~(~rres~~(~~di~l~ to such a Steiner triple system of order u clearly 
has no sub-l-factorization of in&x 2 whenever i) -2: 9. ObSerGilg lliat For 
71 ;> 2, the l-factorization GF(K,,,) is never a Steiner I-factorization 
compleics the proof. 
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we may assume 71 >, 16. Let (Q, , 9YI), (QZ , B2) be two disjoint 
copies of (Q, 9), i.e., Q1 f? Q3 = o. Let F = {FI , Fz ,..., F,-,} and 
$9 = (G,, G, ,..., G,-,} be two nonisomorphic I-factorizations of KS, 
based on Q, and Q, , respectively, with neither 3 nor 9 containing a 
sub-l-factorization of index 2 (Lemma 2 guarantees existence of such 
1-factorizations F and 3). Construct, as in section 2, the quadruple system 
(Q*, 9Y*) = [QI u Q&a, , gIz , F, 3, a) where 01 is any permutation on 
(1, z..., y1 - l}. We claim that (Q*, g*) is a heterogeneous quadruple 
system. To verify this we observe first that (Q*, 98*) is component-simple 
as both 1-factorizations 9 and 9 were assumed not to contain sub- 
I-factorizations of index 2 (cf. [S]). 
Let now r, s be any two distinct elements of Q*, and let (Qr*, 93*(r)), 
(Q,*, a*(s)) be the corresponding derived triple systems. Assume h to be 
an isomorphism mapping (QY*, g*(r)) onto (es*, g*(s)). Consider 
two cases: 
Case 1. Both r, s belong to the same set Qi for i E {1,2), say, to Q, . 
Then the unique subsystem (Ql, ,9?&)) of order IZ - 1 of (Qr*, g*(r)) 
is a derived triple system of (Q1 , gI), and a similar statement holds for s. 
Then X must map (QIT , gI(r)) onto (Qls , Z&(s)) which contradicts the 
fact that (Q, , gI), is a heterogeneous quadruple system. 
Case 2. P, s belong to different sets Qi, say, I’ E Q, , s E Q, . Then X 
must map again (Qlr , S&(P)) onto (QZS, g*(s)), and consequently, h must 
map 9 onto 9 which contradicts our assumption that 9 and 99 are 
nonisomorphic l-factorizations. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. A heterogeneous quadruple system exists for every order 
n = 10 . 2” where k is a positive integer. 
Clearly, there is no heterogeneous quadruple system of order n < 14, 
and its existence for order 16 is in doubt. However, we conjecture that a 
heterogeneous quadruple system exists for every admissible order N 2 20. 
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